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1) What is Computer Graphics?

Answer: Computer graphics involve display, manipulation,
storage of images, and experimental information for proper
visualization.
A computer graphics system consisting of
Host computer
Processor
Memory
Frame Buffer
Display Device
A set of an input device

2) Write the properties of video display devices?
Answer: Properties of video display methods are
Persistence, resolution, and aspect ratio.

3) Define Aspect Ratio?
Answer: Aspect ratio is the ratio of the vertical points to
horizontal points essential to produce equivalent length lines
in both directions on the screen. An aspect ratio of 3/4
defines that a vertical line plotted with three points has the
same length as a horizontal line plotted with four points.

4) What is critical fusion frequency?
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Answer: Frequency of light simulation at which it becomes
perceived as a stable, continuous sensation. The frequency
depends upon various factors like luminance, color, contrast,
etc.

5) What is dithering?
Answer: The name dithering is used in different contexts.
Primarily, it defines techniques for approximating halftones
without reducing resolutions pixel: grid patterns do.

6) List out the various properties that describe the
characteristics of light.
Answer: Reflection
Refraction
Dispersion
Interference
Diffraction

7) What is Fractals?
Answer: Fractals are those who have the property of a shape
that has the same degree of roughness no matter how much
it is magnified. A fractal appears the same at every scale.

8) What is an animation?
Answer: Computer Animation usually defines any time
sequence of visual transformation in a scene.

9) List the attributes of turtle in graphics.
Answer: Turtle graphics has three attributes
Current Position location



Current direction Orientation
Pen

10) What is the Koch curve?
Answer: The Koch curve can be drawn by separate line into 4
equal segments with scaling method 1/3., and middle 2
segments are so adapted that they form adjustment sides of
an equilateral triangle.
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